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Who is NetRex?

High quality cameras Cloud platform Wide range of services

NetRex services up close

What we provide for you:

We pride ourselves on quality hardware and services that are practical and have simple, user-friendly controls.   

A range of practical services are available on 

the platform: surveillance with recording, retail 

analytics, time-lapse video, streaming, reading 

vehicle registration plates and more.

You can easily connect the cameras and 

any other network elements to a cloud-

based platform that offers complete remote 

management and many other features.

Choose top IP cameras from the leading Swedish 

manufacturer Axis Communications. We have 

been using them for all our solutions for more 

than 16 years and they are very reliable.

Would you like to 
know more?
Do not hesitate to contact us.

We are a leading IT company offering hosted video services for professional installations. Since 2006, we have been continually exploring 

and discovering ways to deploy modern network video technologies with the ubiquitous internet. We strive to bring new ways to provide 

security, better control, and increase work efficiency.

We are a Czech company with a presence and many installations in most European countries.. We have a strong development 

team and our close cooperation with the leading IP camera manufacturer, Swedish company Axis Communications AB, allows us to 

provide operational solutions to fulfill even the most demanding customer requirements. We believe that our services under the banner  

“NetRex – Your Third Eye” will appeal to you as well.

Our helpdesk will help you at any 
time. In most cases, we can solve 
the problem remotely without 
a technician having to come out.

SupportInstallation
and training

The solution  
proposal

+420 226 258 021  |  info@netrex.cz

Certification & Membership:

Our team will install everything for 
you and explain in detail how the 
system works and how to operate it.

We will build a solution 
that suits your needs using 
the catalog of our services.

Just do it smart!

NetRex TimeLapse
The service creates time-lapse videos directly from surveillance cameras. 

Present your project in a way that says much more than words.

in numbers

30
employees

400
active clients

5 000
cameras in the 

system

272 000
lines of  

source code

24 TB
of video data  

per day

1 500
monitored stores

230
customer requests 

per month

130
cups of coffee  

a week

22
children of our 

employees

5
dogs

100%
deployment for

clients

16
years on  

the market
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Current service parameters are available at www.netrex.cz.

NetRex TimeLapse clearly Technical parameters of Netrex TimeLapseWhy choose NetRex TimeLapse and what 
the video offers you
01  Get your hands on a great 

presentation tool
Display several days/years in a few seconds. 
Attractive presentations for investors, partners, or customers. 
The camera can thus be used not only as a live surveillance (NetRex 
Monitor), but also for accelerated presentation of footage thanks to 
NetRex TimeLapse.

02  Creating a time-lapse video 
is easy 
Automatic image capturing at regular intervals which are then sent to 
the central NetRex servers.
Create super short videos with only a few clicks at the end of the 
project.

NetRex TimeLapse
74,90 € without VAT / month 
(price does not include camera purchase and installation)

Bulk discounts

A live view of the camera

Please contact our sales department.

Yes

Image resolution

Interval of taken images 5, 10, 15, 30 minutes; 1, 4, 6, 12, 24 hours

Maximum resolution of the camera

Remote image recording (NetRex Servers) Yes (for the duration of the service)

Local recording of images Optional backup to SD card in the event 
of a local Internet crash (3 GB of space)

Support of PTZ cameras Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Easy access to records and searches

E-mail and telephone (working days 9:00–18:00)

Logging of events

Continuous surveillance of system functionality 24/7

Secure SSL access

Event notification by email / push notifications

Subordinate user accounts

Access to system features through the application interface

Possibility to acquire extended support (SLA)

Customer support

Parameters

Highly suitable for construction
NetRex Mobile Cabinet is a reliable solution for installing IP cameras in locations with limited 
access to the Internet and power.

Timelapse  
Building Manifesto, Prague Anděl

Timelapse  
Reconstruction of the swimming pool


